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Intertwining the work of designer Ana Piñeyro and 
anthropologist Joffrey Becker, this video.able essay 
presents an archeology of the processes involved in 
the transformation of matter and the manifestation of 
its behavior.

Renewed attitudes toward matter, as framed within 
the philosophical stances of the new materialisms 
(e.g., De Landa 1997; Braidotti 2000; Barad 2003), 
have prompted researchers and designers to explore 
the performance and behavior of materials by tapping 
into their inherent morphogenetic and self-organizing 
capacities (Leach 2017; Menges 2006). Designer Ana 
Piñeyro follows this path. Building on the introduction of 
heat-responsive, twisted, and coiled polymeric actuators 
in the field of material science (Haines et al. 2014), 
her research explores the emergence of filament 
forms and their associated shape-change behavior in 
response to heat, with the aim of broadening available 
opportunities to design with active flexible materials in 
the field of textiles (Piñeyro 2020).

Engaging in spontaneous, hands-on dialogue with the 
material as a means to expand the creative space 
(Piñeyro 2019) calls for a subsequent formalization of 
arising material transformations in order to enable their 
further application, thus raising the epistemological 
issue of the replicability of results (Popper 1959). 
As a condition of scientific knowledge, replicability 
invites the consideration of the performative aspects 
of practice and thus addresses its contingency in a 
reflexive manner (Pickering 1995). To this end, we provide 
insights on the search for replicable outcomes by 
bringing together the fields of arts and design with that 
of the anthropology of techniques. 

The reflexive work we present raises questions on least 
at two levels traditionally linked to two very distinct 
epistemic cultures (Knorr-Cetina 1999). Arts and 
social anthropology have an ambiguous relationship 
with replication, a notion that has raised issues in 
both arts (Debord 1994; Benjamin 1969) and sciences 
(Baker 2016). The scope of our contribution goes beyond 
this ambiguity. It extends to the search for the very 
conditions of replicability by paying particular attention 
to the parameters that can make it operational in a given 
context by considering the various operations required 
in its achievement in a reflexive manner. In doing so, 
we reflect on the role of the formal diversity that arises 
from variations that permeate the making process, 
identifying their influence on the material’s aesthetic 
and expressive qualities. 

What steps are required to achieve replicable results? 
What forms of tinkering and what means are used 
to learn about and document processes that reveal 
the aesthetic and expressive potentials of materials? 
How does the milieu influence the outcomes of practice?

A multidisciplinary dialogue between textile and material 
design practice and the anthropology of techniques 
contextualizes prerecorded visuals to reflect on the 
influence of the flowing negotiation between material, 
environment, and practitioner on the outcomes of 
material transformation processes. This is what we 
regard as a soft form of control. Setting off from the 
notion of the recipe, we consider the chains of operation 
and sequences of actions (Leroi-Gourhan 1993; 
Lemonnier 1992; Sellet 1993; Coupaye 2009) involved in 
understanding material behavior, focusing on the ways 
in which the former are shaped through the sensory 
experience of matter.  
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I’m Joffrey Becker,  I’m Joffrey Becker,  
I’m a social anthropologistI’m a social anthropologist

I’m mainly working on  I’m mainly working on  
human‑robots interactions.human‑robots interactions.

I’m Ana Piñeyro, I’m a textile and  I’m Ana Piñeyro, I’m a textile and  
material designer and researcher,material designer and researcher,

in my work I explore the inherent  in my work I explore the inherent  
capacity of materials to change shapecapacity of materials to change shape

in response to variations in the  in response to variations in the  
conditions of their surroundings,conditions of their surroundings,

his capacity for shape changehis capacity for shape change
brings new opportunities for  brings new opportunities for  
the design of active textiles. the design of active textiles. 

when anthropologists are interested  when anthropologists are interested  
in techniques during their fieldwork,in techniques during their fieldwork,

they try to document  they try to document  
every aspect, every stepevery aspect, every step

So you have to make a kind of recipe  So you have to make a kind of recipe  
to guide you through a process of transforming to guide you through a process of transforming 

the plain filament into a certain form;the plain filament into a certain form; Recipes are also some kind of algorithm.Recipes are also some kind of algorithm.

my recipes, what they attemptmy recipes, what they attempt is to guide you through a processis to guide you through a process
of transforming the plain filament  of transforming the plain filament  

into a certain form;into a certain form;
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a certain form that will have a reversible  a certain form that will have a reversible  
change in response to heat.change in response to heat.

To achieve this reversibility, you still have To achieve this reversibility, you still have 
to work on the operationsto work on the operations that you are writing on your recipe.that you are writing on your recipe.

And we know that when you are doing a recipe, And we know that when you are doing a recipe, 
you have slightly the same resultyou have slightly the same result but not exactly the same thing.but not exactly the same thing.

When I started trying to narrow down the process, When I started trying to narrow down the process, 
you have several parameters  you have several parameters  

that are involved in this operation.that are involved in this operation.

a lot of uncertainties,a lot of uncertainties,
So the subsequent stage was to identify So the subsequent stage was to identify 

the parameters involved in each one,the parameters involved in each one,
to get the behavior that I’d seen  to get the behavior that I’d seen  

in the original sample.in the original sample.

I immediately felt the need of bringing  I immediately felt the need of bringing  
in more devices and toolsin more devices and tools

that allowed me to measure, to gain  that allowed me to measure, to gain  
precision in the repetition of operations.precision in the repetition of operations.

This switch first implied analyzing my intuitive, This switch first implied analyzing my intuitive, 
spontaneous way of working,spontaneous way of working, What I was doing was looking at the materialWhat I was doing was looking at the material
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and seeing how it changed.and seeing how it changed.
So there were a lot of visual cues, in the material So there were a lot of visual cues, in the material 

that I was taking to adjust my gesturesthat I was taking to adjust my gestures And then when I had to translate thisAnd then when I had to translate this

to a more automated operation,to a more automated operation, I wouldn’t know where to start.I wouldn’t know where to start. So I had to look at the footage of my own workSo I had to look at the footage of my own work

and extract at least starting points  and extract at least starting points  
to then test and experimentto then test and experiment

So, for me this transition between  So, for me this transition between  
the intuitive way of workingthe intuitive way of working

to this more structured and mediated to this more structured and mediated 
—by all these tools and devices—way,—by all these tools and devices—way,

was also a huge step in the definition  was also a huge step in the definition  
of the processes.of the processes.

the tools and devices I incorporated,  the tools and devices I incorporated,  
are mainly allowing me to measureare mainly allowing me to measure

values for the parameters that I’d identified values for the parameters that I’d identified 
as relevant for each transformation.as relevant for each transformation.

After I started working in this way,After I started working in this way,
the results I was achieving  the results I was achieving  
were much more regular.were much more regular. to realize the relevance of the diversityto realize the relevance of the diversity
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how we can work with this diversity, as a positive how we can work with this diversity, as a positive 
element, rather than trying to eliminate it.element, rather than trying to eliminate it.

I’m working with heat  I’m working with heat  
in an open air environment.in an open air environment. So, this introduces variations.So, this introduces variations.

The importance of the milieu, of the environment, The importance of the milieu, of the environment, 
which is associated to the technical gesturewhich is associated to the technical gesture

and the way matter responds  and the way matter responds  
to that technical gesture,to that technical gesture,

is a very important point  is a very important point  
in the anthropology of technique.in the anthropology of technique.

And you just said that it reveals the differences, And you just said that it reveals the differences, 
and so the environment is also building the result.and so the environment is also building the result.

When we are seeking for precise resultsWhen we are seeking for precise results that can be replicatedthat can be replicated

we can’t imagine that the environment  we can’t imagine that the environment  
itself is having an influence  itself is having an influence  

on the results of the experiment.on the results of the experiment. This led to the question of replication, I think,This led to the question of replication, I think,
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because all those processes and materials...because all those processes and materials... and shape changing, transformation...and shape changing, transformation...
it’s a way to control the material  it’s a way to control the material  

you have to deal with.you have to deal with.

To do something with it you have to control it, To do something with it you have to control it, 
but not controlling in a very hard waybut not controlling in a very hard way

it’s more being sure that when you apply it’s more being sure that when you apply 
those steps to a material,those steps to a material,

you will have this kind of result...  you will have this kind of result...  
more or less.more or less.

I’m not trying to make the material do something, I’m not trying to make the material do something, 
which would be more, what I imagine, or think ofwhich would be more, what I imagine, or think of but it’s more starting from the other side...but it’s more starting from the other side... what can the material do?what can the material do?

What is interesting, is that you are waiting What is interesting, is that you are waiting 
from the material to tell you something.from the material to tell you something.

And it seems to be very importantAnd it seems to be very important to have this kind of dialog with matter.to have this kind of dialog with matter.
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And I think the whole process  And I think the whole process  
of revealing these forms,of revealing these forms,

is one where I’m thinking on bringing different is one where I’m thinking on bringing different 
conditions to the material and seeing what it does.conditions to the material and seeing what it does.

So, the forms come from the interaction So, the forms come from the interaction 
between the materialbetween the material

and force and heat—which I instantiate—and force and heat—which I instantiate— but it is how it responds to these interactions.but it is how it responds to these interactions.
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